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Various types of large-amplitude molecular deforma-
tion are ubiquitously involved in the functions of bio-
logical macromolecules, especially supramolecular
complexes. They can be very effectively analyzed by
normal mode analysis with well-established pro-
cedures. However, despite its enormous success in
numerous applications, certain issues related to the
applications of normal mode analysis require further
discussion. In this review, the author addresses some
common issues so as to raise the awareness of the
usefulness and limitations of the method in the gen-
eral community of structural biology.
Introduction
Normal mode analysis (NMA) is a powerful computa-
tional method for studying large-amplitude molecular
deformational motions that are widely involved in bio-
logical functions of macromolecules (Brooks and Kar-
plus, 1985; Levitt et al., 1985). Numerous examples
have shown that functionally important transition path-
ways of biomolecules, especially those of supramolec-
ular complexes, often follow the trajectories of one or
a few low-frequency normal modes (Cui et al., 2004;
Krebs et al., 2002; Li and Cui, 2002; Ma and Karplus,
1997; Ma and Karplus, 1998; Seno and Go, 1990a,
1990b; Thomas et al., 1996a, 1996b, 1999). An impor-
tant conclusion that emerged from those studies is that
protein structures have evolved in such a way that their
intrinsic structural flexibility, as manifested in normal
modes, facilitates the functionally important conforma-
tional variations, both statically and dynamically (Ma,
2004). Moreover, in recent years, several important new
algorithms, especially the coarse-grained NMA (Atilgan
et al., 2001; Bahar et al., 1997; Doruker et al., 2002;
Haliloglu et al., 1997; Hinsen, 1998; Ming et al., 2002b,
2003a; Tama et al., 2002; Tirion, 1996), have enabled
one to simulate deformational motions of supramolecu-
lar complexes at dramatically extended resolution and
length scales (Beuron et al., 2003; Chacon et al., 2003;
Keskin et al., 2002; Kong et al., 2003; Ming et al., 2002a,
2003b; Miyashita et al., 2003; Tama and Brooks, 2002;
Tama et al., 2003; Wang et al., 2004; Xu et al., 2003).
Those methods have also contributed to structural re-
finement against X-ray diffraction data (Kundu et al.,
2002) and low- to intermediate-resolution structural
data such as those from electron cryomicroscopy*Correspondence: jpma@bcm.tmc.edu
3Lab address: http://sigler.bioch.bcm.tmc.edu/MaLab(cryo-EM) (Brink et al., 2004; Carazo, 2004; Tama et al.,
2004) and fiber diffraction (Wu and Ma, 2004a, 2004b).
Despite its enormous success, concerns regarding
the validity of NMA still widely exist. It is therefore the
intention of this review to address some of those fre-
quently asked questions. The discussion covers, but is
not limited to, the following issues: Why can we use
pure harmonic analyses, such as NMA, to analyze
large-amplitude conformational dynamics that are pre-
sumably highly anharmonic? To what extent is NMA
valid? When does it fail and what can we do when it
fails? How do we address the timescale of protein mo-
tion in solvent by using normal modes calculated in
vacuum? Can we use NMA to address the evolutionary
directions of structural changes among homologous
proteins of a given superfamily? How large can the am-
plitudes of protein motions be along harmonic modes?
Can the harmonic modes be used to model activated
nonequilibrium conformational transitions triggered by
ligand binding? What are the energetics involved in mo-
tions along normal modes? How can one correctly
identify biologically relevant mode(s)? Is a coarse-
graining scheme necessary and useful for systems that
have atomic coordinates available, e.g., the ribosome
complexes?
In this article, the author offers comments on these
focused issues, especially the ones raised from appli-
cations of NMA to large-amplitude conformational
changes. A small portion of material in this article over-
laps with a previous review (Ma, 2004), which empha-
sizes methodology and applications. The author sin-
cerely asks forgiveness from those colleagues whose
work is not explicitly referred to due to space limitation.
Static Harmonic Deformation
One of the most fundamental questions regarding NMA
is, given the ruggedness of the potential surface and
severe solvent damping, are the biomolecular confor-
mational transitions really harmonic? This question is
usually raised for systems that undergo dynamic transi-
tions. However, harmonic deformation in biomolecules
can also be found to occur in a static fashion. For most
systems, both types of deformation exit, but their ex-
tent varies drastically from system to system. To il-
lustrate the underlying harmonicity involved in biomo-
lecular conformational transitions, let’s begin with two
less familiar, but extremely informative, examples on
the static deformation.
In certain cases, structural components in a complex
can deform harmonically along their own intrinsic nor-
mal modes (which can be determined when the struc-
tural elements are in isolation), and then remain statically
in their deformed conformation locked by surrounding
interactions in the complex. Those structural compo-
nents can vary widely, ranging from subunits to se-
condary structural elements. An excellent example
(Emberly et al., 2003) was seen in a principal compo-
nent analysis of the flexibility of α helices in all coiled-
coil proteins in the SCOP database (Murzin et al., 1995).
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pα helix in coiled-coil proteins is in a permanently de-
dformed state, the low-frequency principal modes (bend-
ming and twisting modes) of helices calculated from the
Fensemble of all coiled-coil proteins are in extremely
rgood agreement with dynamic normal modes calcu-
alated from an undeformed helix. Thus, one can envis-
mage that, in these coiled-coil proteins, each of the stati-
ccally deformed helices in the coiled-coil proteins is
scaptured in a frozen harmonic wave.
qThe second example was from a study of how struc-
mtural cores modify their shape across homologous pro-
fteins during evolution (Leo-Macias et al., 2005). For a
nset of 35 well-populated protein families, multiple struc-
1tural alignment was first used to superimpose the
tstructures and extract conserved cores. Then, principal
bcomponent analysis was employed to extract the main
adeformational modes, which were regarded as the evo-
dlutionary directions of deformation, from the three-
cdimensional superimposition. Meanwhile, NMA was
cused to analyze the mechanical core plasticity of these
iprotein families. It was found that evolutionary defor-
smation spans a low-dimensional space (w4–5 dimen-
tsions on average), and there is significant correlation
bbetween these principal deformational modes and the
sw20 lowest-frequency normal modes accessible to a
cparticular topology. This remarkable result suggests
that the structural response of a protein topology upon
qsequence change during evolution collectively takes
zplace along the directions of a small set of combined
tlow-frequency normal modes.
mThe above two examples are excellent demonstra-
1tions that static harmonic deformation of structural
lcomponents can be used to build complex structures.
aIn many proteins, structural deformation can also occur
pin a dynamic and reversible fashion as triggered by, for
texample, ligand binding and dissociation. That is the
ssubject of the next section.
m
gDynamic Harmonic Deformation s
From numerous studies of NMA, functionally important a
deformation of biomolecules is usually large-amplitude, t
low-frequency motions. For dynamic systems, it is t
known from experiments, such as neutron scattering c
(Balog et al., 2004; Cusack et al., 1988; Reat et al., 2000; i
Smith et al., 1990; Smith, 1991), that large-amplitude, c
low-frequency motions of biomolecules are highly an- h
harmonic because of the rugged energy landscape and u
severe solvent damping (Kottalam and Case, 1990; b
Lamm and Szabo, 1986). The question is how one can h
use harmonic normal modes to describe those large- c
amplitude, anharmonic, biomolecular motions? a
In many systems, few people dispute the fact that, o
on a very short timescale, or at the onset of a confor- l
mational transition, biomolecular deformation is of a m
small amplitude, for which NMA is a good approxima- p
tion. An example is the results of transient phase grat- t
ing spectroscopy used as a probe of ligand photolysis t
in heme protein (Deak et al., 1998). However, the ques- a
tion is about the ultimate amplitudes of harmonic mo- m
tions, i.e., how far can biomolecules be stretched along g
normal modes in a biologically correct way since large- E
tamplitude motions are more likely to be anharmonic?n other words, there is a discrepancy between the am-
litude of thermal fluctuations of harmonic oscillators
escribed by normal modes and the amplitude of bio-
olecular deformation that is experimentally observed.
rom the principles of statistical mechanics (McQuar-
ie, 1976), at thermal equilibrium, the square of the
verage amplitude of thermal fluctuation of any har-
onic oscillator is kBT/k, where kB is the Boltzmann
onstant, T is the temperature, and k is the force con-
tant for the harmonic oscillator. For a typical low-fre-
uency normal mode calculated based on a realistic
olecular mechanics force field, e.g., CHARMM force
ield (MacKerell et al., 1998), kBT/k gives a very small
umber at 300 K (usually less than 1 Å2) (Brooks et al.,
988). However, in reality, a ligand-induced conforma-
ional change, which can be effectively approximated
y one or a few normal modes, can have a much larger
mplitude than the equilibrium thermal fluctuation. This
iscrepancy is due to the fact that a ligand-induced
onformational transition is usually an activated pro-
ess, not a spontaneous thermal fluctuation. The bind-
ng of the ligand brings in additional energy that can
tretch the structure along the normal mode much fur-
her. Please note that the term “ligand” is used in a very
road sense here and can be, for example, enzyme
ubstrates, protein interacting partners, and structural
omponents within a protein.
A good example of ligand binding-induced low-fre-
uency motions is the hinge-bending motion of lyso-
yme. It is well known that such a motion can be effec-
ively described by a single lowest-frequency normal
ode (Brooks and Karplus, 1985; Bruccoleri et al.,
986; Levitt et al., 1985). In the open conformation of
ysozyme, without the ligand, the structure can be bent,
long the single bending mode with a magnitude of dis-
lacement much larger than spontaneous thermal fluc-
uation, to a state similar to the ligand bound closed
tate, but with an elevated energy. However, the confor-
ational transition can stably take place only upon li-
and binding, which also locks the system in the new
tate until the ligand dissociates from it. Another visu-
lly striking example is found in Leu/Ile/Val binding pro-
ein (LivJ) (Trakhanov et al., 2005). The protein has a
ypical bilobate structure with a ligand binding site lo-
ated in a cleft between the two domains. The structure
s in an open state in the absence of the ligand and
loses upon ligand binding via a large-amplitude,
inged, rigid-body domain movement. As shown in Fig-
re 1, the experimentally observed domain closure can
e very well approximated by a single lowest-frequency
inge-bending mode. Other intriguing examples in-
lude a comparative study of motor proteins (Zheng
nd Doniach, 2003), which found that, for myosin, one
r two lowest-frequency modes were sufficient for out-
ining the conformational changes; while, in kinesin,
ultiple modes were needed. The results suggested
otentially different mechanisms for these motor pro-
eins despite their strong evolutionary ties and struc-
ural similarities. Lastly, we present an example of the
pplication of coarse-grained NMA to a gigantic supra-
olecular complex of the tE2 core of pyruvate dehydro-
enase complex (PDC) based on low-resolution cryo-
M density maps (Kong et al., 2003). Figure 2 shows
he motional pattern revealed in the symmetric mode
Review
375Figure 1. Harmonic Modal Displacement for
LivJ Protein
See Trakhanov et al. (2005). On the left-hand
side, the experimentally determined open
(red) and closed (light blue) structures are
superimposed on each other based on the
N-terminal globular domain to show the do-
main closure upon ligand binding in the cleft
between two domains (the ligand isoleucine
is shown in a space-filling model). On the
right-hand side, the experimentally deter-
mined open structure (red) is superimposed
on a conformation (light blue) generated by
walking along the eigenvector of the lowest-
frequency mode (a classic hinge-bending
mode) calculated on the open structure. This
conformation qualitatively resembles the ex-
perimentally determined closed structure.tional transitions. For those systems, NMA is a particu-reality, for many systems, including the examples men-
Figure 2. Motional Patterns of the Symmetric
Breathing Mode in the tE2 Component of
Pyruvate Dehydrogenase Complex Revealed
by Coarse-Grained NMA
(A and B) See Kong et al. (2003) and Ming et
al. (2002a). The structures representing the
0.90 and 1.10 size groups in (A) are the two
end point structures in the symmetric har-
monic mode revealed by NMA. The struc-
tures in (B) are generated by three-dimen-
sional reconstruction from experimental data
(Zhou et al., 2001). The symmetric breathing
motion revealed in the symmetric mode is
nearly identical to the experimental observa-
tion. The figure was modified from Figure 1
in Kong et al. (2003).(mode 31) from coarse-grained NMA. At this resolution,
the symmetric expansion and contraction of the do-
decahedral complex in this mode is nearly identical to
what was observed in cryo-EM measurements (Zhou et
al., 2001).
A major resource of anharmonicity is the energy bar-
rier for conformational transitions. It seems a rather
common perception that the energy of the total system,
protein plus ligand, is higher in the partially engaged
transition state, a picture coming from the traditional
mechanism of bimolecular association reaction. There-
fore, the energy barrier for conformational transitions is
high. Normal modes, however, as harmonic vibrational
modes around a local energy minimum, cannot de-
scribe the system crossing over any energy barrier. Intioned above and especially in large ATP-driven molec-
ular motors such as ATP synthase F1-ATPase (Cui et
al., 2004; Gao et al., 2003; Karplus and Gao, 2004; Ma
et al., 2002; Yang et al., 2003), the heights of barriers
encountered during transitions can be significantly low-
ered by the continuing engagement of favorable pro-
tein-ligand interactions in the process of binding, i.e.,
the energy landscape is tipped over toward the ligand
bound state. This makes the actual modal displace-
ment of harmonic motions much larger than those of
simple vibrations around the structural minimum in the
ligand-free state. A very common feature of conforma-
tional transitions in those proteins is en bloc domain
movements around some well-evolved structural hinges
for maximal efficiency of binding-induced conforma-
Structure
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changes. There are other systems such as p21ras (Ma
and Karplus, 1997), however, in which NMA is better
suited for studying the initial stages of the transitions
when only localized transitions are involved.
It is noteworthy that the observation that the ampli-
tudes of conformational dynamics can be larger than
the equilibrium thermal fluctuations of pure harmonic
oscillators is also supported by the results of normal
mode-based structural refinement in X-ray crystallogra-
phy (Diamond, 1990; Kidera et al., 1992; Kundu et al.,
2002; Suhre and Sanejouand, 2004), cryo-EM (Brink et
al., 2004; Tama et al., 2004), and fiber diffraction (Tirion
et al., 1995; Wu and Ma, 2004b), in which the eigenvec-
tors are used to designate the directions of motions,
and the amplitudes are optimized against experimen-
tal data.
One must keep in mind that the anharmonicity due
to small energy barriers such as those from local
“sticky” side chain interactions along the major confor-
mational pathways (which also serve as the final
“catch” at the end of ligand binding) are omitted from
the picture revealed by NMA. Usually, the low-fre-
quency modes are used only to describe the overall
directions, or trends so to speak, of the conformational
changes and do not reflect the side chain motions that
are much higher in frequency.
FIn summary, the essential picture for ligand-induced
slow-frequency motions that follow normal modes is
(that, before ligand binding, the macromolecule oscil-
alates around the ligand-free equilibrium state, but the
oenergy does increase when the molecule moves away
b
from the equilibrium conformation by stretching along t
harmonic normal modes (Figure 3A). In other words, the l
ligand bound state is inherently unstable (even if it is
accessible) without a ligand (the so-called preexisting
equilibrium model [Goh et al., 2004; Kern and Zuider- o
weg, 2003; Kumar et al., 2000]). The actual transition c
takes place when a ligand binds, along with the gain of b
binding energy that shifts the equilibrium toward the c
ligand bound state (Figure 3C). The energy barrier along b
the binding is significantly lowered because the energy e
landscape is gradually tipped over toward the final T
bound state via the continuous energetically favorable l
engagement of the ligand with the protein (Figure 3B). b
1
vFlexibility of Building Block and the Entire Complex
From the studies of supramolecular complexes, it has r
[been shown that, for certain systems such as molecular
chaperonin GroEL (Xu and Sigler, 1998), there is a very s
fintricate relationship between the flexibility of individual
building blocks (the subunits) and that of the entire p
acomplex. In the case of GroEL, each individual subunit
carries an ATP binding site. It receives ATP and f
mchanges conformation closely following a few low-fre-
quency normal modes (Ma and Karplus, 1998; Ma et w
oal., 2000). In fact, more than 80% of the huge conforma-
tional changes in GroEL can be approximated by a a
bcombination of the two lowest-frequency modes that
account for downward motions of the intermediate do- a
dmain and upward motions and a dramatic twist of the
apical domain (Ma and Karplus, 1998). However, the e
every same types of motion of the subunits were notigure 3. The Schematic Illustration of Changes in the Energy Land-
cape during Ligand Binding to a Protein
A–C) The ligand-free structure is in (A), the conventional view of
n energy barrier during binding is in (B), and a more accurate way
f describing the energy landscape tilting toward the final ligand
ound state is in (C). The horizontal axis gives the progression of
he reaction coordinate, and the vertical dashed line indicates the
igand bound conformation for the protein.bvious in the modes calculated for the entire GroEL
omplex in its closed state (Keskin et al., 2002). This is
ecause the subunits in the GroEL complex in its
losed state are interlocked by seven intersubunit salt
ridges, or latches, between Arg197 and Glu386 (Braig
t al., 1994) (see schematic illustration in Figure 4).
hose salt bridges are completely broken upon the
arge conformational changes of GroEL triggered by the
inding of ATP and co-chaperonin GroES (Xu et al.,
997). (Note the salt bridge shifting mechanism in-
olved in GroEL is common among many other alloste-
ic proteins [Lipscomb, 1983], including hemoglobin
Perutz, 1969a, 1969b].) The energy for breaking those
alt bridges is provided by ligand binding. Therefore,
rom the viewpoint of the transition of the entire com-
lex, the existence of the intersubunit latches imposes
huge energy barrier that separates the closed state
rom the open state. This is exactly the reason that har-
onic NMA of the entire complex in the closed state
ould not reveal the ligand-induced opening motions
f the ring. However, the normal modes calculated for
n isolated subunit properly captured the intrinsic flexi-
ility of the subunit itself, and the low-frequency ones
re precisely the ones that the GroEL subunit follows
uring conformational transition. In fact, the study (Ma
t al., 2000) showed that the GroEL complex has indeed
volved in such a way that the motion of the entire
Review
377Figure 4. Schematic Illustration of the Intersubunit Interactions in
GroEL
For the purpose of illustration, the nucleotide is assumed to be
bound only to the central subunit (C). The salt bridge between
Arg197 and Glu386 and the effect of the steric interactions are indi-
cated. The intermediate domain is represented by the M helix. This
figure is adopted from Figure 4 in Ma et al. (2000).complex can seamlessly accommodate the motions of
individual subunits in order to achieve a concerted
opening of the ring for positive cooperativity (Horovitz
et al., 2001; Horovitz and Yifrach, 2000), the so-called
“vegetable steamer” model (Thirumalai and Lorimer,
2001).
In general, the case of GroEL shows that it is easy
for one to overlook the hidden harmonic nature of con-
formational changes if the analysis is performed on a
different level of structural components. If the analysis
was performed on the system including the interested
structural components plus their interacting neighbors,
the modes of this system may not reveal the desired
motions for the interested components, as in the cases
of those interlocked subunits in the GroEL complex (Ma
and Karplus, 1998; Ma et al., 2000) and those perma-
nently deformed α helices (Emberly et al., 2003). How-
ever, if one analyzes the modes of the structural com-
ponents in isolation, the harmonic modes will match
the expected conformational changes very well.
Of course, the above arguments by no means imply
that the modes of the entire complex are not meaning-
ful (Keskin et al., 2002). They play a role on a larger
scale, which is certainly relevant to biomolecular func-
tions. In most cases, the intrinsic modes of smaller
building blocks are closely coupled to the modes of the
larger complex in fulfilling its functions. As mentioned
above, it is one of the primary tasks in the evolution of
supramolecular complexes to optimize such a cou-
pling. This viewpoint is a “dynamic” analog to the “prin-
ciple of minimal frustration” originally proposed to ex-
plain the energy landscape for protein folding (Onuchic
et al., 1997). Nature designs complexes in such a waythat the motions of the individual subunits are consis-
tent with the motions of overall complexes with a mini-
mum of frustration.
Therefore, when one uses NMA to study the behavior
of a complex, a hierarchical application of NMA at a
different level of complexity, in accord with the hierar-
chical design of molecular structures, is usually the
best way. It is particularly important to remember at
what level the injection of ligand binding energy drives
the conformational changes.
Timescales of Harmonic Motions
The presence of solvent damping dramatically slows
down the large-amplitude motions for biomolecules.
Therefore, the timescales of real molecular motions are
much longer than what can be estimated from eigen-
values of normal modes that are almost always com-
puted in vacuum. A commonly asked question is why
short-timescale normal modes can successfully de-
scribe real molecular motions that occur on much
larger timescales? The answer is that many large con-
formational changes effectively follow harmonic trajec-
tories (only in an overall sense) in space as described
by normal modes, but they do not follow the timescales
of free harmonic oscillators. A rather naïve, but informa-
tive, analog can be found in daily life. With a fixed
amount of energy, one can swing a man’s arm for the
same amount of distance in directions intrinsically al-
lowed by a human body both in air and in a swimming
pool. But it is much slower in a swimming pool because
of water resistance. Therefore, the presence of solvent
has a much larger impact on the effective frequencies
of harmonic oscillations than on the intrinsically al-
lowed directionality that is determined by the potential
surface only. In a theoretical study of neutron scattering
spectra (Hinsen et al., 2000), the large-amplitude mo-
tions of a protein were described by Brownian motion
in an effective harmonic potential. The major anhar-
monic contributions were found to arise from rigid-body
diffusion of the side chains. As seen in many activated
processes, for the “overdamped” harmonic oscillators
(where the motions are slaverized by friction), the rate
of motion only depends on the friction, not on normal
mode frequencies. The latter accounts for the “entropy”
effect (potential well volume) rather than a timescale for
inertial motion.
Generally speaking, the information provided by ei-
genvectors for the directionality of conformational tran-
sitions has wider applications than the information pro-
vided by eigenvalues. In the cases of elastic NMA
(Atilgan et al., 2001; Hinsen, 1998; Ming et al., 2002a,
2003b; Tama et al., 2002; Tirion, 1996), only the eigen-
vectors are immediately meaningful. The eigenvalues,
other than for sorting the order of modes, however, can
be used to compute mechanical properties if they are
scaled by macroscopic elastic constants such as
Young’s modulus. A successful example is found in a
study of the differential flexibility of two key compo-
nents of bacterial flagellum, filament and hook (Flynn
and Ma, 2004).
In many large systems, as shown by the recent suc-
cess of elastic NMA, the directionality is closely related
to the overall shape of the molecules (Ma, 2004).
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with Atomic Structures?
Using coarse-grained NMA to study large molecular
complexes is a major trend in recent years, as exempli-
fied by the elastic NMA (Atilgan et al., 2001; Hinsen,
1998; Ming et al., 2002a, 2003b; Tama et al., 2002; Ti-
rion, 1996). For large systems with only low-resolution
structural data available, the usefulness of coarse-
grained NMA has been demonstrated beyond any
doubt in numerous cases, especially in experimental
structural refinement (Brink et al., 2004; Carazo, 2004;
FTama et al., 2004; Wu and Ma, 2004a, 2004b). However,
M
a lingering question is why one would still adopt a
(
coarse-grained model for systems with atomic or near- m
atomic structures available, e.g., the ribosome com- (
plexes (Ban et al., 2000; Tama et al., 2003; Wang et
al., 2004).
First of all, due to the omission of high-frequency w
components and anharmonic motions, using low-fre- f
quency normal modes as dynamic parameters to de- t
scribe biomolecular motions is a coarse-grained ap- i
proach even when the modes are calculated from c
realistic molecular mechanics potential. The advantage o
of doing NMA in general is to gain sampling efficiency d
because, at the current stage, molecular dynamics sim- l
ulation based on all-atom models cannot completely
sample conformational motions on biologically relevant r
timescales and lengthscales. Coarse-grained NMA has m
the advantage of allowing one to faithfully extract p
essential dynamic information with a much extended t
capacity so as to make it possible to study systems m
with sizes completely beyond conventional NMA. Inter- i
estingly, the coarse-grained NMA offers a unique way m
to simplify the calculation without losing too much dy- T
namic information at the level one is interested in. p
Therefore, the coarse-grained NMA will remain an im- m
portant approach for studying supramolecular com- o
plexes regardless of the resolution of the structural
data. Ultimately, it is desirable to combine the NMA r
sampling with molecular dynamics sampling so that c
smooth coupling between low-frequency global mo- v
tions and high-frequency side chain dynamics can be c
achieved. Successful examples can already be found C
in literature (Tatsumi et al., 2004; Zhang et al., 2003). m
t
How to Identify Biologically Relevant Modes i
In all cases of NMA, there is always a question about i
which mode(s) is (are) functionally relevant. The calcu- l
lated normal modes, as an orthonormal mathematical i
basis set, only provide information on all the possible m
ways that a structure can move. They do not immedi- d
ately suggest how the structure actually moves for a m
particular protein. This means that one usually cannot m
tell which mode is (or modes are) functionally relevant g
from a set of normal modes calculated for a structure, w
regardless of the resolution. Additional experimental
data are needed in order to identify the biologically rele-
Avant modes. Figure 5 schematically illustrates a typical
example. For a protein with two globular domains
Tlinked by a flexible hinge, the shape of the molecule
B
gives three universal low-frequency modes at whatever s
resolution the NMA is performed. They are a bending t
Tmode, a twisting mode (looking from the top), and aigure 5. Schematic Illustration of Three Universal Rigid-Body
odes for Bilobate Structures
A–C) These structures are (A) a hinge-bending mode, (B) a twisting
ode (best visualized by a top view), and (C) a wobbling mode
best viewed from the back of the molecule).obbling mode (looking from the back). The active site
or such a protein architecture is universally located in
he cleft between the two domains. However, for each
ndividual case, the ligand-induced conformational change
an follow one single bending mode or a combination
f some, or all, of the three modes depending on the
etailed atomic interactions between the protein and
igand.
In general, although it is hard to identify biologically
elevant modes without additional experimental infor-
ation, it is almost always true that the functionally im-
ortant modes, once identified, are one or several of
he low-frequency modes contained in the normal
ode basis set. That is simply because, mechanically,
t takes the least amount of energy to achieve confor-
ational transitions along low-frequency normal modes.
he pathways that move against normal modes are
robably washed out during evolution. This is again a
anifestation of the dynamic extension of the principle
f minimal frustration.
Finally, the author would like to close this review by
eminding ourselves and readers that the types of ar-
hitecture of biological molecules differ widely, and this
ariation, in turn, modulates the nature of the mole-
ules’ conformational dynamics in a diversified way.
onsequently, the suitability of NMA to model confor-
ational dynamics also varies widely. For some sys-
ems, NMA appears to be ideal, but, for some others, it
s not a very effective method. It is therefore extremely
mportant for one to bear in mind the usefulness and
imitations of NMA for various applications. It is also
mportant to remember that the potential of NMA is
aximized when it is combined with other experimental
ata so as to go beyond a “cartoon-like” description of
olecular motions. This is precisely the spirit of normal
ode-based structural refinement, which has shown
reat promise in many large complex structures at a
ide range of resolutions.
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